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For a being  
that loves 

even eternity  
          is too short. 

 



      A being that loves  
      wants no other truth  
      than that  

      of the heart. 
 



A being that loves  
knows 

that even the last grain  
of desert sand  

dreams not of rain  
but of love...  

 



    For a being that loves, 
the sweetest melody  

in the world 
is the voice  

of the being it loves. 
 



      A being that loves  
      is in a state  
      of perpetual  

      mesmerizing dance, 
      and its steps  

      are always new, 
      a surprise  

      even for itself. 
 



      A being that loves  
      never repeats itself,  
      knowing  
      that each moment  
      carries  

      a unique beauty. 
   



 

A being that loves  
always has something  

to say  
to the being it loves.  
   



     The art  
     of a being that loves  

     is full of wonders  
     for in it glows  

     the deepest secret, 
     and nothing is more  
     attractive  

     than a secret. 
 



 

A being that loves 
is the richest  
being in the world...  
   



    ... but a being that loves 
    does not own anything, 
    because  

    it gives everything 
    to the being it loves.  
  



A being that loves  
has a family 
both on Earth 

and in Heaven... 
 



   ... and all the angels 
   are always 

   at its service. 
 



      A being that loves  
      cares for itself  
      as the most precious  

      treasure  
      of the being it loves. 

 



  A being that is loved 
  brings the keys of 
meaning 
  to a being that loves...  
   



 

A being that loves knows 
that even the worst offense 
is a desperate cry 
        of the need for love. 
   



    A being that loves  
     knows  

     that Eternity  
     already is. 
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  Coming soon to our web site,  
a sequel to A Being that Loves… :  

   

  Poems of Perfect Love, deeply felt experiences of various forms of true love: 
Platonic love, deep spiritual love, simple earthly love between two beings, and 
Love of God… Love as the only truth and the only Reality.  

   

     “If you were perfect, or I was perfect, how perfect could our love be? And 
while I believed that you are, in fact I did not love you, that is, I did not know 
how to love.  
     From the moment I realized that you were delicate, fragile and weak, from 
that moment marvelous joy began, joy out of nowhere, a Poem self-unfolding.”  
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